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UM COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT RAKES IN PRESTIGIOUS GRANTS 
MISSOULA -
The University of Montana’s modest-sized Department of Computer Science is housed 
on the fourth floor of the Social Sciences Building, the only floor in that building with air 
conditioning.
“Obviously, our equipment can’t handle high temperatures,” said Professor Joel Henry.
That, and they have to keep their millions cool.
The small, six-member faculty has pulled in more than $3 million in the last four years 
in various grants for work ranging from NASA’s ORION project -  the successor to the space 
shuttle -  to creating models of receding ice sheets around the globe for use in schools.
Henry and Jesse Johnson, another CS professor, are part of a team that was awarded an 
$850,000 National Science Foundation grant for a project called “Collaborative Research:
IPY, The Next Generation -  A Community Ice Sheet Model for Scientists and Educators.” 
What that means, in short, is that Johnson and Henry will help put a more user-friendly face 
on complex scientific programs that model climate change and its effect on ice sheets around 
the globe.
“We’re trying to make it so that this model is available for everyone,” Henry said.
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The duo is working with partners at the University of Texas-El Paso; Auburn 
University; University of California, Santa Cruz; Portland State University and Eastern 
Tennessee State University. But as Henry says, “We’re the center of the wheel.”
Another NSF grant was awarded to Professor Yolanda Reimer for her CAREER 
project, “From Pen and Paper to Computer: An Emerging Notetaking Paradigm for Students.” 
She is receiving more than half a million dollars over five years.
“We want to learn more about how the digital age affects the ability of students to learn 
from and internalize their notes,” she said. “The theoretical advances into our understanding of 
how the process of note-taking is changing may affect how faculty teach and offer information 
in their classrooms, as well as how students integrate and assimilate that information.”
Reimer and her assistants have already completed a year of study, including 70 
interviews with students from a variety of disciplines, more than 300 questionnaires and 
“shadowing” 32 students during part of their typical academic day to observe their note-taking 
firsthand.
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